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Minutes Action

1. Welcome and Introductions

Apologies, introductions & reminder about ground rules

Acceptance of previous minutes

2. Review of previous actions

Feedback re: 24 hour drilling operations

- Marianne Johnson - tabled email responses

o Impacts will largely be up to the individual land owners

o Would need a test drill to understand the impacts of noise and
light
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- Mark Bonisch noted that test drills will give a greater idea of the noise
and light

- Terry Cox tabled a letter written to Gloucester Shire Council with
permission from the author.

o Focus is only on the noise. Other issues such as lighting,
landscaping and screening of the well sites needs to be
addressed.

- Garry Smith found it hard to question the community without adequate
information.

Q. Expected decibels? Mark Bonisch will
provide details to
Melanie Layton to
provide to the CCC

Q. Can there be any noise abatement around the drill rigs?

A. Noise walls will be used if required.

Q. What wells would be trials for 24 hr drilling?

A. Stratford 7 and 10, Waukivory 3 and Craven 6. Waukivory 4 will only be
a core hole.

Note – Map of drilling locations provided to the CCC (attached)

3. Update on activities and Environmental Assessment

Stuart Galway provided update on activities and the Environmental
Assessment on behalf of ENSR

Q. Would Lucas Energy consider a 60 day exhibition?

A. Lucas to consider and respond to the CCC.

Lucas to provide
response

Q. If complaints are received (re 24 hour drilling) what will happen?

A. Drilling will be stopped and revised depending on location. Will be
considered on a case-by-case basis depending on the number of
complaints, as it is difficult to stop a drill halfway through.

Q. What will happen if drilling is in excess of the EPA noise control
guidelines?

A. If noise cannot be reasonably controlled with noise attenuation, then
work will only continue during daylight hours.

Lucas Energy may change the timing of works to do the isolated wells first
and the ones closest to town last so they may collect and review data
along the way.

Ian Shaw to obtain
feedback from the
Camden works and
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provide to the CCC.

Q. Is 24 hour drilling more economical?

A. There is reduced risk due to not stopping and starting, cuts out start up
and shutdown times and also reduces time impacts on the community.

Lucas has In Principal Agreement with Gloucester Coal to place the
Compression Station inside the rail loop at Stratford. This is the preferred
site.

Response to the field visit was positive.

Q. Concerns about the cumulative effect of the various compressors.

A. Stuart Galway explained that the noise attenuation on the
compressors made them quiet, however the fans are noisy. Lucas looking
into further mitigation measures to reduce noise related to the fans.

Q. Preferred site – Tiedeman’s v’s Rail Loop?

A. The rail loop is the preferred site. The only reason Lucas would go to
Tiedeman’s is if negotiations were to break down with Gloucester Coal.

Note: New underpass under the rail loop and slip lanes off Bucketts Way
into Parkers Road would be built; treated water would return to
Tiedeman’s or potentially the community, waste stream would stay at the
facility.

Q. How far is the closest property to the Stratford facility?

A. Approximately 1km

Discussion about the low frequency noise and it’s potential to cause
auditory dysfunction.

Q. Clarification re the rail loop site?

A. Mark Bonisch explained its location on the map provided. Located to
the south of the main entry road to the Stratford Mine.

Q. Nearest house to well site ‘Craven 6’?

A. 600 meters

4. CCC Questions

Q. Will Lucas Energy purchase the mine site?

A. No. Lucas will sign a long-term lease with the mine.

Q. Where is the preferred pipeline route?

A. Currently Blackcamp Road. There are a number of land access issues
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so it cannot be confirmed yet. Until land access is obtained via an
Authority to Survey to enable field investigations a decision cannot be
determined.

Q. Can the residents be notified of the pipeline options as the locals are
asking a number of questions?

A. Yes

Lucas to provide an
update to the community
on the current studies
and options.

Q. What is the timeframe to confirm the route?

A. Environmental Assessment will provide Blackcamp Road as the
preferred route. If Lucas chooses to change this, a variation to the
Environmental Assessment would be required.

Q. Has the mine brought most of the land around it?

A. All except Allan Isaac’s.

Q. Concern about funnelling of noise to surrounding landowners from
Duralie mine, such as the winery, was raised. Have they been contacted?

A. No noise issues from Duralie have been submitted previously.

Q. Has wind direction been considered in regards to the placement of the
facility (re: carrying noise from the facility)?

A. Lucas Energy to look into it.

Lucas Energy to review
and respond to the CCC

Request that Lucas consult the mine’s neighbours to find out if noise is
louder at different times of the year.

Lucas Energy to review
and respond to the CCC

Request that Lucas Energy provide more information about the
construction techniques. There are concerns about the environmental
implications of going under the creeks and watercourses.

Lucas Energy is
currently preparing a fact
sheet on construction
techniques for pipelines.

Q. Concern that no information is provided on the complex hydro
geological structures in the area.

A. This is addressed in the EA.

Q. Is Lucas Energy aware of the complex hydro geological nature of the
area and how the water moves?

A. This is addressed in the EA by the sub-consultants.

Suggestion that Lucas Energy provide talks to students at the local high
schools at Gloucester and Dungog.

Lucas Energy to
investigate.

Q. Concerned about the different stories behind the gas escape on the
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mine land at LMGO3 and the honesty behind the presentation of
information.

A. Lucas Energy tries to be open and honest at all times and is constantly
testing in the field for gas. Mark Bonisch provided an explanation of the
release at LMGO3 and the process now used by Lucas Energy to abate a
further occurrence of such events.

Q. Request for an independent report on the hydrogeology of the area and
the safety of gas extraction.

A.  A study on hydrology is being undertaken by sub-consultants as part of
the EA.

Q. Regarding the gas escape from the old bore hole, would a
hydrogeology study have identified this?

A. Not sure but Lucas Energy has done extensive studies and located and
sealed former wells.

Q. Was there lack of due diligence on behalf of the former operators (in
regards to the explosion)?

A. Yes and Lucas have addressed these issues.

Q. Would an independent study uncover the reasons why it happened?

A. (Answered by Garry Smith) Suggests yes, but is not qualified to say.

Q. Would an independent study reveal natural fault lines?

A. Gas would have already escaped via the area of least resistance.

Lucas Energy to provide
information on gas
movements and points
of least resistance.

5. Matters for discussion at the next CCC

Ian Shaw raised the potential for Lucas Energy to support community
assistance projects or legacy projects. The CCC was requested to provide
input.

CCC to consider and
provide suggestions.

Ian Shaw proposed that Lucas Energy will host open sessions at their
Tate St. office (on a Thursday) once a fortnight for the community to come
in and view project information and ask questions.

CCC agreed this is a good idea.

Ian Shaw to advise
when these would
commence.

6. Next meeting to be held

o Date will depend on timing of the EA.

o Tentative date is Friday 13 February 2009.
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o This will be confirmed via an email no later than the 16 January 2009.

Rebecca Raap
Stakeholder Solutions
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1 Addendum to the minutes
– Tabled Letter – Gary Ferris to Gloucester Shire Council

– Tabled Letter – Email responses regarding 24 hour works

– Tabled Comments & Apologies – Ian Shaw

– Map – Proposed Production & Exploration Wells

– Tim Hickman – Tree planting should be occurring now, more impact at Stratford by moving the CPF
than would ever have occurred at Fairbairns Road.
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